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Abstract—Decellularized aortic valves (AV) are promising
scaffolds for tissue engineered heart valve (TEHV) applica-
tion; however, it is not known what the intrinsic fatigue
mechanism of the AV extracellular matrix (ECM) is and how
this relates to decellularized AV functional limits when tissue
remodeling does not take place. In this study, decellularized
AVs were subjected to in vitro cardiac exercising and the
exercised leaflets were characterized to assess the structural
and mechanical alterations. A flow-loop cardiac exerciser was
designed to allow for pulsatile flow conditions while main-
taining sterility. The acellular valve conduits were sutured into
a silicone root with the Valsalva sinus design and subjected to
cardiac cycling for 2 weeks (1.0 million cycles) and 4 weeks
(2.0 million cycles). Following exercising, thorough structural
and mechanical characterizations were then performed. The
overall morphology was maintained and the exercised leaflets
were able to coapt and support load; however, the leaflets
exhibited an unfolded and thinned morphology. The straight-
ening of the locally wavy collagen fiber structure was con-
firmed by histology and small angle light scattering; the
disruption of elastin network was also observed. Biaxial
mechanical testing showed that the leaflet extensibility was
largely reduced by cardiac exercising. In the absence of cellular
maintenance, decellularized leaflets experience structural
fatigue due to lack of exogenous stabilizing crosslinks, and
the structural disruption is irreversible and cumulative.
Although not being a means to predict the durability of
the acellular valve implants, this mechanistic study reveals the
fatigue pattern of the acellular leaflets and implies the
importance of recellularization in developing a TEHV, in
which long term durability will likely be better achieved by
continual remodeling and repair of the valvular ECM.

Keywords—Aortic valve leaflet, Extracellular matrix, Decell-

ularization, Cyclic fatigue, Tissue engineering.

INTRODUCTION

The function of the aortic valve (AV) is to maintain
unidirectional blood flow from the left ventricle to the
aorta. In systolic phase, the three leaflets of the AV are
opened to allow blood to flow from the left ventricle to
the aorta; in the diastolic phase, the three leaflets are
closed to prevent blood in the aorta from leaking back
into the ventricle. The aortic valve leaflet (AVL) has a
trilayered structure that provides optimal performance
and fatigue resistance over the lifespan.37 However,
diseases or abnormalities of AV disturb the optimal
performance and result in aortic stenosis or aortic
insufficiency. Dysfunctional AV need to be replaced
surgically with mechanical valves, bioprosthetic valves,
and homografts to avoid cardiopulmonary failures.
It is reported that over 300,000 valve replacement
surgeries are preformed worldwide each year.42

Among the valve replacements, mechanical valves
consist of synthetic materials and therefore have better
durability (~25 years) than bioprosthetic valves.29

However, because the mechanical valves are thrombo-
genic, the patient must endure the associated side effects
of anticoagulation therapies to combat thrombosis and
thromboembolism.23,27 Bioprosthetic valves are made
of bovine pericardium or porcine AV that are treated
with glutaraldehyde to effectively crosslink collagen
scaffolds and inhibit tissue degradation. Patients
that receive bioprosthetic valves generally have low
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immunologic responses and do not require prolonged
anticoagulant therapies. However, glutaraldehyde-fixed
tissues experience structural fatigue, which is coupled
with the calcification of extracellular matrix (ECM),
leading to stenosis or aortic insufficiency.27 Biopros-
thetic valves are commonly replacedwithin 10 years and
as soon as 5 years in younger patients.27 Another
alternative for valve replacement is allogeneic transplant
(homograft). According to Angell et al., the cryopre-
served homograft had viable cells at the time of
implantation, but viable cells were found to reduce and
eventually lose with time.1 Although showing good
hemodynamics at early time, cryopreserved homografts
exhibited a disappointing durability in the pediatric
population.1,22,41 Most of all, for current valve substi-
tutes, the inability to grow in pediatric recipients leads to
risky multiple valve replacement operations.5,12,25,28

Tissue engineering is a promising approach to
develop a valve substitute containing autologous viable
cells and with growth potential for the pediatric pop-
ulation. Ideally, the tissue engineered heart valve
(TEHV) will be able to grow along with patient’s
somatic growth and remodel to maintain the optimal
functionality under various hemodynamic conditions.
Currently, both synthetic and tissue-derived scaffolds
are used for TEHV.36 In the synthetic approach, bio-
degradable and bioresorbable polymeric scaffolds,
such as polyglycolic acid (PGA), polylactic acid (PLA),
polyhydroxyocatanoate (PHO), were molded into
heart valve geometry and seeded with cells isolated and
expanded from donor tissue.13,30,31 Up to now, syn-
thetic scaffolds have not been used for high pressure
left ventricular outflow replacement.35 It is still an
ongoing effort to identify the ideal biodegradable
polymeric scaffold material that is suitable for valve
construction, has sufficient mechanical properties, and
is resorbable within 6 weeks without stimulating
inflammatory scar formation.13,30,31

Recently, decellularized natural aortic and pul-
monary valve tissues have been used for
TEHV.2,4,6,7,15,34,39,44 It has been shown that natural
ligands and ECM constituents of the decellularized
valve tissues benefit the cell attachment, endothelial-
ization and tissue reconstitution.34 Another benefit of
decellularization approach is that tissue-derived scaf-
folds circumvent the valve functional design issues by
preserving a template of native valve leaflets. More-
over, in the acellular scaffold, immunogenicity of col-
lagen (the most abundant component) is very low due
to the small species difference among different type I
collagens.43 No immunological response was shown
when acellular valvular and vascular grafts were
implanted in dogs.39,40 Various detergents or enzymatic
agents have been used to remove cells and cellular
debris in heart valves. They are non-ionic detergent

Triton X-100 (tert-octylphenylpolyoxyethylen),2,3,39

anionic detergent SDS (sodium dodecyl sulfate),15

cationic detergent CPC (N-cetylpyridinium chloride),32

and enzymatic agent Trypsin.6,11,33,34,44 The above
detergents or enzymatic agents are often used with
DNase, RNase A, phospholipases, and ethylenediami-
netetracetic acid (EDTA).

Many factors determine the successful outcome for
decellularized tissues used in heart valve replacements.
Currently, potential decellularization procedures are
evaluated using trial-and-error approaches that involve
time consuming and expensive chronic animal stud-
ies.32,34,38,39 As an example, the best scenario one can
envisage is a successful reseeding followed by tissue
maintenance in the valve implants; however, one might
ask what if the reseeded cells in TEHV reduce in num-
bers or lose functionality. It is thus important to know
the intrinsic fatigue mechanism of the acellular valve
leaflets in the absence of cell maintenance. Moreover,
unlike the glutaraldehyde-fixed porcine valve leaflets
(one type of the current bioprosthetic valves), the
decellularized valve leaflets lack stabilizing exogenous
crosslinks and will likely exhibit a fatigue mechanism
different from those chemically treated bioprosthetic
leaflets. In this study, the decellularized AVs were sub-
jected to cardiac exercising and the exercised AV leaflets
were characterized structurally and mechanically to
assess the intrinsic fatiguemechanismofAVECM in the
absence of cellular maintenance.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample Preparation and Decellularization Protocol

Porcine hearts were obtained from a local slaughter
house and placed in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) at
4 �C for transport. The AV conduit was resected and all
unneeded tissues were carefully trimmed off. The
remaining valve conduit included three valve leaflets
(cusps), valve annulus, Valsalva sinuses, and a portion
of the ascending aorta, along with stubs of coronary
arteries preserved around the coronary ostia (the two
coronary arterial orifices were later sealed with sutures
and cyanoacrylate glue before mounting into flow loop
exerciser).

Valve conduits were subjected to decellularization
with a detergent treatment protocol (sodium dodecyl
sulfate, SDS), which we found to preserve the valve
leaflet integrity relatively well (maintaining critical
mechanical andmicrostructural properties).17 The valve
conduits were incubated in a hypotonic Tris buffer
(10 mmM Tris, PH 8.0, Sigma-aldrich) with 0.1%
EDTA and 1% antibiotic–antimycotic (#152400,
Invitrogen) for 1 h, and then decellularized with 0.1%
SDS, 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonylfluoride (PMSF,
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protease inhibitor), andRNaseA (20 lg/ml) andDNase
(0.2 mg/ml) in the same hypotonic Tris buffer. The
decellularization lasted 48 h at room temperature with
constant shaking. The decellularized tissues were then
rinsed thoroughly with PBS.4,15

Pulsatile Flow Loop Exerciser

A visually clear, cylindrical sample chamber was
designed to allow for heart pulsatile flow condition
while maintaining sterility (Fig. 1). The sample cham-
ber was designed with a removable acrylic window to
allow placement of varying diameter decellularized
valve conduits prior to device assembly. Sample
chamber was then attached with flow loop forming a
closed fluid circuit. Pulsatile flow (50 strokes/minute)
commenced with a metering bellows pump that has an
adjustable stroke volume (5.5–55 mL); the diastolic
pressure was 40 mmHg, and the cycle for valve open-
ing and closing was 1.2 s. The valve conduit was
sutured into a silicone root with the Valsalva sinus
design (Fig. 1a), which allowed easy mounting of the
decellularized valve conduit and was necessary to keep
the right geometry of the valve conduit. Note that all
silicone roots were custom made using the same mould
and materials, thus having similar compliance. In total,
three flow loops were built for the experiments. 1 liter
PBS solution was added with 3% antibiotic–antimy-
cotic and 0.1 M protease inhibitor PMSF and changed
every two days to maintain sterility. The decellularized
heart valves were then exposed to pulsatile pressures
and flows for as long as 28 days in a sterile setting at
room temperature.

Experimental Design

Two valve conduits (6 leaflets) were subjected to
2 weeks of cardiac exercising (~1.0 million cardiac

cycles) and the other 2 valve conduits were subjected to
4 weeks of exercising (~2.0 million cardiac cycles). As a
control, the same numbers of valve conduits were
placed in the flow loop reservoir, in which the valves
were exposed to same solution environment (Table 1).
For each group, a total of 6 valve leaflets were har-
vested and used for mechanical testings and structural
characterizations. Among the 6 valve leaflets, 4 square
specimens were cut from 4 valve leaflets (2 leaflets per
valve) and subjected to biaxial mechanical testing; after
biaxial testing, the leaflets were then used for histo-
logical study. For the left two leaflets, one leaflet was
used for flexural testing; since only a tissue strip was
needed for the bending device, two specimens were
subjected to the flexural testing by dissecting the leaflet
into 2 tissue strips along the circumferential direction.
The last one leaflet was subjected to SALS fiber
architecture mapping. For a thorough comparison, 2
valve conduits were tested right after the decellular-
ization and used as a baseline; native AV leaflets from
two valve conduits were also obtained and subjected to
histology and fiber architecture mapping.

Thickness Measurement, Histology,
and Fiber Architecture Mapping

For assessing overall dimensional changes, thick-
ness of the valve leaflets from the exercised groups

FIGURE 1. (a) A silicone root with sinus design that allows an easy mounting and proper flow conditions. (b) A cylindrical
chamber for the flow loop cardiac exerciser.

TABLE 1. Experimental design for evaluating the fatigue
mechanism of the decellularized aortic valve leaflets.

Duration Static control Exercised

0 2 valves/6 leafletsa N/A

2 weeks 2 valves/6 leaflets 2 valves/6 leaflets

4 weeks 2 valves/6 leaflets 2 valves/6 leaflets

aBaseline.
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(2 weeks and 4 weeks) and the static control groups
(2 weeks and 4 weeks) was quantified (N = 4).
Thickness measurements were performed using a dial
caliper with an accuracy of ±0.0254 mm. Three
thickness measurements were taken in the belly region,
and two thickness measurements were taken in the
commissure regions. For comparison, thicknesses of
the native AVLs and the SDS treated AVLs were also
measured using the same protocol.

For histology, leaflet tissues were fixed in 4% for-
malin, dehydrated with graduated concentrations of
ethanol, and embedded in paraffin. Transverse sections
of the leaflets were subjected to hematoxylin and eosin
(H&E) staining, picrosirius red staining, and Verhoeff-
Van Gieson (VVG) staining. Decellularization and the
fiber network were assessed with H&E stain using
bright field microscopy, and picrosirius red stain using
polarized light microscopy, respectively. The elastin
fiber structure was assessed with VVG stain.

Small angle light scattering (SALS) technique was
applied to evaluate the gross fiber architecture in valve
leaflets. A detailed description of SALS and sample
preparation procedure can be found in the previous
publication.24 Briefly, a 4 mW HeNe continuous unpo-
larized laser (k = 632.8 nm) was passed through the
tissue specimen. The spatial intensity distribution of the
resulting scattered light represented the sum of all
structural information within the light beam envelope.
The angular distribution of the scattered light pattern
was plotted as I(F), which represents distribution of
fiber angles within light beam envelope. Quantifiable
information based on I(F) includes preferred fiber
direction (Fc) and orientation index (OI). The orienta-
tion index (OI)was defined as the angle that contains one
half of the total area under the I(F) distribution. Nor-
malized orientation index (NOI) was calculated using
NOI = 90��OI

90� � 100%;whereNOI ranged from 0% for
a complete random network to 100% for a perfectly
aligned network.17,24 SALS measurements were con-
ducted over the entire leaflet surface in order to quantify
the gross fiber structure of the leaflets. We can thus
obtain a fiber architecture map, with the local degree of
fiber alignment indicated by color scale (NOI value) and
local preferred fiber orientation indicated by line. In the
SALSmap, the larger theNOI value, the higher the fiber
alignment at that local region.

Biaxial Mechanical Properties

A 10 mm 9 10 mm square was dissected from the
central belly region of the valve leaflet. Each side of the
square specimen was mounted onto four stainless steel
hooks that were attached to two loops of 000 polyester
sutures. The specimens were then mounted onto the
biaxial device with the circumferential and radial

directions aligned with the x1 and the x2 stretch axes,
respectively. All testing was performed in a PBS bath
(pH 7.4) at room temperature. Four fiducial graphite
markers were placed in the center of the square for
strain monitoring via a CCD camera. During testing,
membrane tension (force per unit initial length) was
applied along each axis slowly from a pre-tension,
~0.5 N/m, to a peak tension of 60 N/m over a rise time
of 15 s. Specimens were first preconditioned for 10
contiguous cycles, following an equilbiaxial protocol
of TCC:TRR = 60:60 N/m, where TCC and TRR are the
applied tensions in the circumferential and radial
directions, respectively. Note that a peak tension of
60 N/m was used because it corresponds to the tension
that the leaflets would experience at the physiological
diastolic pressure.37 Valve leaflet extensibility was
characterized by kCC and kRR, the maximum stretches
along circumferential and radial directions, respec-
tively. Note that the biaxial mechanical properties of
the native AV leaflets were obtained from our previous
study.17

Flexural Properties

Bidirectional flexure deformation takes place in the
AVL opening and closing cycles. Flexural mechanical
properties reflect tissue properties and coupling of
different leaflet layers. Flexural properties of the
exercised AVL and controls were assessed using a
bending device.10,20 Rectangular strips were dissected
from the central belly region, with the strips cut par-
allel to the circumferentially oriented collagen fibers.
Three fiducial graphite particles were pasted on the
side of the strip with cyanoacrylate. Hollow posts were
pasted on both ends of the rectangular sample and
served as two anchor points, one placed on the fixed
post and one placed on a bending bar. Two graphite
particles were pasted on the anchor points as the final
two markers for computing the curvature. During
testing, the fixed post was moved towards the bending
bar by a motorized stage. As the sample flexed, the
bending bar deflected, which represented the amount
of force exerted on the sample. It is known that the
AVL shows a natural curvature in the unloaded state.
In the testing, each specimen was flexed in two direc-
tions: one test bended the leaflet strip along ‘‘with
curvature (WC)’’ direction that subjected the ventric-
ularis to tension, and another test bended the leaflet
strip along ‘‘against curvature (AC)’’ direction that
subjected the fibrosa to tension.

Statistics

The experimental data were presented as mean ±

STDEV. Statistical analyses were performed with One
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Way Analysis of Variances (ANOVA) (SigmaStat 3.0,
SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL). The Holm-Sidak Test, which
can be used for pair wise comparisons and compari-
sons versus a control group, was used for the post
hoc comparison. Results were considered significantly
different at p< 0.05. Due to the limited number of
leaflets, it was necessary that we allocated the usage
of the leaflets in different assessments to maximize
the important information that showed structural/
mechanical changes. As described above, the majority
of samples were used for mechanical characterizations
and histology; only one leaflet was subjected to SALS,
thus no statistical analysis was performed for SALS
study.

RESULTS

After cardiac exercising, the general morphology
and overall fiber bundle architecture were still main-
tained and leaflets were able to coapt and support load;
however, exercised AV leaflets exhibited unfolded and
thinned morphology (Fig. 2 and Table 2). Note that

unfolding and thinning were not obvious in the static
controls, which were exposed to same aqueous envi-
ronment for 2 weeks or 4 weeks (Fig. 2). Ultrastruc-
tural changes of the exercised valve leaflets had been
revealed by histology. After cardiac exercising, the
collagen fiber network was found to be stretched out
and exhibiting a more straightened morphology
(Fig. 3). The disappearance of collagen crimp period
was verified by the picrosirius stained slides under
polarized light (Fig. 3). In contrast, collagen network
in the static controls did not show the same fiber
straightening morphology, but exhibited a disarrayed
collagen network (Fig. 3).

VVG staining showed the loss of elastin fibers in the
4-weeks flow loop exercised leaflets (Fig. 4c). However,
elastin fibers (black color) were still partially preserved
in the static controls exposed to the same solution
environment (Fig. 4b), which implied that elastin fiber
loss in the exercised leaflets was likely related to
mechanical fatigue. The VVG stained section also
showed a stretchedmorphology of collagen (pink color)
in the flow loop exercised leaflets (Fig. 4c) when com-
pared with native and static controls (Figs. 4a, 4b);

FIGURE 2. Morphology of the exercised valve leaflet showed unfolding and thinning: (a) 2-week exercising, (b) 4-week exercising.
Morphology of the static control that was subjected to the same solution condition: (c) 2-week control, (d) 4-week control.

TABLE 2. Comparison of the valve leaflet thickness.

Thickness of Valve Leaflets (mm)

Native SDS treatment Ctrl-2 weeks Ctrl-4 weeks FL-2 weeks FL-4 weeks

0.46 ± 0.12 0.44 ± 0.09 0.29 ± 0.03* 0.31 ± 0.03* 0.22 ± 0.04* 0.24 ± 0.08*

p = 0.709 p = 0.004 p = 0.011 p < 0.001 p < 0.001

* Denotes statistical significance when compared with the thickness of the native valve leaflet (third row gives p values). Thinning and

stretched morphology of the flow loop exercised leaflets was verified by the decreased leaflet thickness.
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moreover, layered delamination was evidenced in the
exercised leaflets (Fig. 4c). Other than the intuitive his-
tological observations, SALS fiber architecture map
verified a straightening of the fiber network. Flow loop
exercised leaflets were found to have a higher overall
fiber alignment due to cyclic stretching (Fig. 5c, 5e),
while the static controls showed a trend of decreased
fiber alignment along with the storage time (Fig. 5d, 5f).

Tissue extensibility along the circumferential and
radial direction of the valve leaflet was determined from
the maximum stretch at 60 N/m equibiaxial tension.
Biaxial testing showed that (i) the extensibility along
both circumferential and radial directions increased
after SDS treatment, however, (ii) the extensibility was
reduced by solution storage effects (static control
groups), and (iii) the extensibility was further reduced
by cardiac exercising (2 weeks and 4 weeks cardiac
cycling) (Fig. 6). A further reduction in the extensibility
in the static control group did not occur past 2 weeks

(Fig. 6). There were no obvious changes in the flexural
properties after 2 and 4 weeks flow loop exercising, and
the valve leaflets still demonstrated a nonlinear
response when flexed in both WC and AC directions
(Fig. 7). Note that a stiffer linear response was
observed in native aortic valve leaflets.17

DISCUSSION

It is a challenge to characterize the material fatigue of
biological tissues that undergo cyclic mechanical load-
ing. In the in vivo animal or human subject experiments,
many biofactors were found to interact with the tissue
implants and result in compositional and structural
changes that will affect the outcome. For example,
inflammatory response, fibrosis, and calcification alter
the structure and composition of TEHVs and hence the
outcome of valve implants.32,34,38,39 In vitro fatigue

FIGURE 3. Histology showed the straightening of collagen fibers in the exercised leaflets. H&E images for (a) 2-week exercising
and (b) 2-week static control; polarized light images (picrosirius red-stained section) for (c) 2-week exercising and (d) 2-week static
control. H&E images for (e) 4-week exercising and (f) 4-week static control; polarized light images (picrosirius red-stained section)
for (g) 4-week exercising and (h) 4-week static control.

FIGURE 4. Verhoeff-Van Gieson staining revealed the elastin loss in the flow loop exercised leaflets. (a) Native valve leaflet,
(b) 4-week static control, and (c) 4-week exercising. Black: elastin, Red: Collagen, F: Fibrosa, V: Ventricularis.
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experiments have not been carried out often possibly due
to the concern on biological tissue degeneration during
the period of mechanical cycling.

In order to assess the intrinsic fatigue mechanism of
AV ECM, we designed an in vitro approach that dif-
ferentiated the mechanical effect from other factors.
There were three key components in our experimental
design: (i) A flow loop was used to apply the cyclic
opening and closing to the acellular valve leaflets in a
pulsatile flow condition; (ii) the circulating solution
with 3% antibiotic–antimycotic and 0.1 M protease
inhibitor PMSF was changed every 2 days to maintain
a sterile environment; and (iii) a valve conduit was sat
in the flow loop reservoir as a static control to exclude
the effects of solution storage.

Without cellular maintenance, irreversible structural
disruption occurred in the acellular valve leaflets after
2-week and 4-week cyclic exercising. Undulation in the
AV fibrosa layer was found to be unfolded and valve

leaflet showed a thinned morphology overall. The
histological observation revealed that the collagen fiber
network was stretched out and the collagen crimp
period diminished due to fiber straightening. These
underlying structural alterations explained the thinned
and stretched morphology in the exercised leaflets. Our
thickness measurement quantitatively supported the
observation on leaflet thinning after cyclic exercising
(Table 2). Furthermore, considering the conservation
of leaflet mass, stretching of the leaflet could also be
deduced from the fact that the leaflets were thinned
and the crimped fibers were straightened. Note that the
static control groups also showed a degree of thickness
reduction (Table 2); one speculation about the effects
of solution storage is the further depletion of proteo-
glycans during the storage, which could be a reason
that static controls showed a slight thickness decrease.
Nevertheless, the amount of thickness reduction in the

FIGURE 6. Comparison of the valve leaflet extensibility among
the native, SDS-treated, 2-week flow loop exercised, 4-week flow
loop exercised, 2-week static control, and 4-week static control
groups. Biaxial testing showed that (i) the leaflet extensibility
along both circumferential and radial directions increased after
SDS treatment; however, (ii) the leaflet extensibility was reduced
by solution storage effects (static control groups), and (iii) the
leaflet extensibility was further reduced by cardiac exercising
(2 weeks and 4 weeks cardiac cycling).

FIGURE 5. Fiber architecture mapped by small angle light scattering showed that the exercised leaflet had a higher fiber align-
ment (larger NOI corresponds to higher alignment). (a) Native valve leaflet, (b) leaflet right after SDS decellularization treatment,
(c) leaflet after 2-week exercising, (d) 2-week static control, (e) leaflet after 4-week exercising, and (f) 4-week static control.

FIGURE 7. No obvious changes in flexural properties after 2
and 4 weeks flow loop exercising. The exercised valve leaflets
still demonstrated a nonlinear response when flexed in both
WC and AC directions. Note that a stiffer linear response was
observed in the native aortic valve leaflets.17
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exercised leaflets was significantly greater than the
static controls (Table 2), indicating the effect of cyclic
exercising.

The initial collagen crimp configuration in the
unloaded leaflet and the later uncrimping mechanism
provide a flexible leaflet deformation without incurring
large internal tissue stress.14,18,19 This behavior is
consistent with the uncrimping mechanism in tendon/
ligament tissues, which generates a nonlinear J-shape
(concave-upward) stress–strain curve.9 The loss of
collagen crimp structure in the leaflets results in a less
extensible and stiffer tissue behavior, consequently
altering the opening and closing performance of AVs.

Moreover, we found that elastin fibers were reduced
in the flow loop exercised leaflets (Fig. 4c), while the
elastin fibers were partially preserved in the static
control that was subjected to the same solution envi-
ronment (Fig. 4b). It is still unknown exactly how
mechanical fatigue triggered the reduction of elastin
fibers in the flow loop exercised leaflets. One possibility
is that mechanical fatigue might cause elastin fiber
damage/fragmentation, which in turn accelerated the
disruption of both the collagen and elastin networks
(Fig. 4c). Our observation echoes the study by Lee
et al.,16 which reported that damage to the elastin
would likely enable the collagen network to elongate
(corresponding to the stretched morphology we
observed here), reducing valve cusp extensibility. Thus,
it could be concluded that, in this in vitro study, deg-
radation alone could not explain the reduction of
elastin in the exercised leaflets. We speculated that,

along with degradation, mechanical factors accelerated
the reduction of elastin fibers in a fiber network lacking
stabilizing crosslinks; the loss of elastin in turn
aggravated the leaflet unfolding and the straightening
of collagen fibers. Delaminating of AV layers was also
observed in the histology of the exercised leaflets
(Fig. 4c). SALS results further confirmed the
straightening of the fiber network; the 2-week exercised
sample showed very high NOIs across the leaflet
(Fig. 5c); for the 4-week exercised leaflet, regions close
to the annulus showed lower NOIs (Fig. 5e), which
could be due to the regional structural damage over the
limit of fiber straightening, e.g., delamination (Fig. 4c).
The reduction of overall NOIs in the static controls
(Fig. 5d, 5f) was likely due to the effects of solution
storage that need further investigation.

A schematic illustration of the collagen fiber network
disruption after decellularization and the fiber
straightening after cardiac exercising was shown in
Fig. 8. Our previous study showed that, after SDS
decellularization treatment, the collagen fibers were still
locally crimped, but no longer showed the macroscopi-
cally organized light-distinguishing bands.17 Note that,
however, no dimension change was found in the valve
leaflets right after SDS treatment.17 After SDS decellu-
larization, the partially disrupted collagen fiber network
and the same reference status were believed to be the
underlying mechanism of a larger tissue extensibility
(Fig. 8b).17 Note that the reference status referred to the
original dimension of the leaflet that was used to calcu-
late the stretch. In the exercised leaflets, however,

FIGURE 8. A schematic illustration of the underlying structural mechanism for net extensibility changes. (a) Native aortic valve
leaflet, (b) Decellularized leaflet right after SDS treatment, and (c) Decellularized valve leaflet after cardiac cycling. Note that the
sketches of collagen fibers were simplified for illustration purpose. Refer to the histology in this study and our previous study17 for
the details of collagen fiber organization.
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unfolding and straightening of collagen undulations
produced a thinned and stretched morphology.
Mechanically, the structural alteration changed the
reference status of the exercised leaflet and consequently
caused a lower net tissue extensibility (Fig. 8c). The
lower net tissue extensibility was observed in the exer-
cised valve leaflets in the biaxial mechanical character-
ization. The extensibility of the acellular valve leaflets
decreased after 2-week cardiac exercising, and further
reduced after 4-week cardiac cycling (Fig. 6).

Our study showed that, in the absence of cellular
maintenance, decellularized valve leaflets experience
irreversible structural deterioration due to lack of
exogenous stabilizing crosslinks. This finding implied
that recellularization is a key for the successful devel-
opment of TEHV using a tissue-derived scaffold via
decellularization approach. Without the maintenance
of functioning aortic valve interstitial cells (AVICs),
the scaffold damages accumulated in the cyclic fatigue
cannot be repaired timely, and overall structural dis-
ruption takes place along with time. As we know, each
heart valve opens and closes at least 3 9 109 times
during an average lifetime, which demonstrates the
valve’s remarkable intrinsic ability to withstand
mechanical loading by continual remodeling and
repair of the valvular ECM. This homeostatic main-
tenance of the valve ECM is accomplished by the
AVICs. AVICs are plastic and reversible as the cells
are synthetically active (MMP13+/SMA+) during the
states of valvular tissue development, adaptation, and
disease, while in normal valves, the cells were found to
be quiescent.21 If the local stress concentration is
higher than the physiological range, the abnormal
mechanical stimuli might activate the AVICs to
deposit more ECM. From biomechanical perspective,
the newly deposited ECM will likely reduce the local
stress and hence maintain an optimal stress distribu-
tion. The lack of repairing and remodeling capabilities
allows a vicious cycle and occurrence of permanent
structural alteration (e.g., fiber straightening and loss
of local crimp structure).

In the experiments, contamination was found in one
flow loop experiment and abnormal opening and
closing was found in another flow loop experiment.
The contaminated leaflets and torn leaflets were
excluded from analysis and two experiments were
repeated to obtained the planned samples size (see
Table 1). The cardiac exercising experiment was per-
formed at room temperature, which likely caused more
aggressive solution storage effects in the valve conduits
than that in an environment of 4 �C. Future
improvements of the experimental setup might be to
apply environmental temperature control for the car-
diac exerciser. If a long-term flow loop exercising is
needed, the environmental temperature can be set at

4 �C; or, if the physiological condition is more of a
concern, the environmental temperature can be set at
37 �C and the blood rheology can be taken into con-
sideration by using flow loop solution that mimics the
rheological properties of blood.

One limitation of this study was the low sample
number in SALS characterization, i.e., only one leaflet
was used for SALS fiber architecture mapping. How-
ever, the structural alterations revealed by SALS were
consistent with the histological observation, and we
thus reported it as complementary data further con-
firming fiber unfolding and straightening. Neverthe-
less, future study with higher sample number is
warranted to further confirm our SALS observation.
Although thorough structural and mechanical evalua-
tions have been carried out in our study, biochemical
characterizations such as glycosaminoglycan and col-
lagen assessments might further help us understanding
the leaflet tissue disruption/degeneration.

It is worthy to point out that the in vitro cardiac
exerciser still represents a harsh environment in which
effects of solution storage cannot be fully excluded
(also note that this in vitro cardiac exerciser is not
designed for physiological modeling purpose). Conse-
quently, the in vitro ECM fatigue takes place in an
accelerated fashion. It is thus not appropriate to
extrapolate the AV ECM fatigue rate observed in this
in vitro study to the durability of valve implants. Indeed,
the fate of acellular valve implants8 or TEHV26,42 in
animals or in human subjects is a more complicated
issue that warrants future investigations.

CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we found that, without cellular
maintenance, the exercised AV leaflets showed an
unfolded and thinned morphology. Ultrastructural
observation and SALS fiber architecture mapping
verified the straightening of the fiber network after
cyclic fatigue. Loss of elastin fibers in the exercised
leaflet was also observed, which likely accelerate the
unfolding of collagen undulation and straightening of
fibers. The structural alteration caused a changed
leaflet reference status and resulted in lower net tissue
extensibility in the exercised leaflets. We conclude that,
in the absence of cellular maintenance, decellularized
valve leaflets experience a structural deterioration due
to the lack of exogenous stabilizing crosslinks and the
structural disruption is irreversible and cumulative.
Our finding implies the importance of recellularization
in developing a TEHV, in which long term durability
will likely be better achieved by continual remodeling
and repair of the valvular ECM.
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